
WINE LIST



We are proud to work with Scotland’s own 
WoodWinters, importer, wholesaler, retailer and  

7 time winner of IWC merchant of the year



WINES

SPARKLING                   125 bottle

1 MIRABELLO PROSECCO    £7.00 £30.00
 ITALY, VENEZIE

Fresh and gently fruity fizz with citrus and green apple aromas. Delicate and lively on the 
palate with ripe, lightly grapey fruit, zesty acidity and a clean, refreshing finish.

2 DOMAINE DU LANDREAU CRÉMANT DE LOIRE BRUT    £8.50 £41.00
 FRANCE, LOIRE

This traditional method blend of Chenin Blanc and Cabernet Franc is clean, crisp and 
expressive with delicate floral, citrus and apple notes and nutty undertones.

3 GUSBOURNE RESERVE BRUT     £10.00 £60.00
 ENGLAND, SUSSEX

Fresh pastry notes with cinnamon and spice lead to a bright streak of citrus fruit, giving 
tones of soft stone fruit and a long, refreshing finish.

4 GUSBOURNE ROSÉ      £65.00
 ENGLAND, SUSSEX

Delicate, pale and light pink. The nose brims with soft summer berries, soft red fruits, 
cranberries and ripe cherries on the palate.

5 GUSBOURNE BLANC DE BLANCS     £80.00
 ENGLAND, SUSSEX

Bright gold with a delicate mousse, this has classic Chardonnay notes of green apple, citrus 
and minerals with buttered toast and tarte tatin richness from lees ageing.

CHAMPAGNE                    bottle

6 MOÉT ET CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL     £75.00
 FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE

This iconic champagne created in 1869 embodies Moët & Chandon’s unique style, a style 
distinguished by its bright fruitiness, its seductive palate and its elegant maturity.

7 MOÉT ET CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL ROSÉ     £82.00
 FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE

The rosé Impérial is a spontaneous, radiant, romantic expression of the Moët & Chandon 
style, exhibiting turkish delight, strawberries, cherries, and a clean finish.

8 LARMANDIER-BERNIER LATITUDE EXTRA BRUT     £85.00
 FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE

Latitude is the perfect example of the characteristic pureness of this Estate. Yeasty, biscuity 
characters, a creamy mid-palate, finesse, delicacy and gentle, dry, zesty acidity.

LARGE FORMAT
9 MOÉT ET CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL  -  MAGNUM                 £150.00
 FRANCE, CHAMPAGNE

There has always been a rumour that the Champenoise save their best to bottle in magnum 
and, whether true or not, the ageing process certainly has a graceful element imparted by 
the larger bottle.

ROSÉ  175 250 500 bottle

38 MIRABELLO PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ  £7.80 £11.70 £19.00 £28.00
 ITALY, VENETO

Crisp and lively on the palate with good intensity of ripe berry and red cherry fruit, a dash 
of Pinot Nero giving it that wonderful blush.

39 CHÂTEAU ST. PIERRE TRADITION ROSÉ  £10.30 £15.50 £25.00 £37.00
 FRANCE, PROVENCE

With pale salmon pink colour and aromas of white peach and hints of spice, this has all the 
elegance and delicacy you would expect from a Provence rosé.

40 DAOU VINEYARDS ‘DISCOVERY’ ROSÉ     £60.00
 USA, PASO ROBLES

Delectable cherry, strawberry, peach, tangerine and vanilla crème brûlée with a lush, 
luxuriant and persistent finish.

SWEET / FORTIFIED     75    125 bottle

41 ÁTS LATE HARVEST TOKAJ (50CL)   £8.50 £13.75 £55.00
 HUNGARY, TOKAJ

The personal project Of Karoly Áts, one of the finest producers of Tokaj in Hungary, this is 
a lighter, fresher style elegant citrus sweetness, retaining notes of succulent Mediterranean 
fruits.

42 FERNANDO DE CASTILLA CLASSIC FINO   £4.30 £7.50
 SPAIN, JEREZ

Crisp, tangy sherry. Pale straw yellow in appearance, the nose displays camomile tea, lemon, 
almonds and sea spray. The palate is crisp, clean and fresh with zingy acidity and light fruit.

43 FERNANDO DE CASTILLA CLASSIC OLOROSO   £4.95 £8.50
 SPAIN, JEREZ

A mahogany coloured, rich wine resplendent with walnuts, spice and a touch of orange 
peel. Pure and dry.

44 FERNANDO DE CASTILLA CLASSIC PEDRO XIMÉNEZ   £6.00 £11.50
 SPAIN, JEREZ

The nose seduces with intense dried fruit aromas of raisins, prunes and dates, coupled with 
of nutmeg and clove, becoming reminiscent of Christmas cake.

45 WIESE AND KROHN LBV PORT   £6.00
 PORTUGAL, DOURO

Deep ruby colour with upfront aromas of black plums, spice and dried herbs, firm and 
evident tannins and a rich, long finish. Generous and pure.

46 WIESE AND KROHN ‘LAGRIMA’ WHITE PORT   £7.00
 PORTUGAL, DOURO

An elegant sweet wine with notes of caramel, honey, and nut - all balanced by fresh acidity 
and leading to a long and appealing finish.

All wines by the glass available in 125ml measures on request



WHITE 175 250 500 bottle

10 AQUILINE SAUVIGNON BLANC  £7.50 £11.25 £18.00 £26.00
 SOUTH AFRICA, WESTERN CAPE

Green apple and ripe citrus characters on the palate with cleansing acidity and a nice streak 
of minerality on the finish.

11 GPG GARGANEGA PINOT GRIGIO  £7.50 £11.25 £18.00 £27.00
 ITALY, VENETO

This blend uses the richer fruited Garganega (Soave) and blends it with Pinot Grigio, 
creating an easy drinking style with ripe citrus aromas and red apple flavours.

12 FALSE BAY CHENIN BLANC  £8.30 £12.50 £20.00 £30.00
 SOUTH AFRICA, WESTERN CAPE

Gentle ripe apple aromas, honeyed aromatics and delicious greengage and citrus lemon on 
the long finish. Made in a lusciously rich and dry style.

13 LISTENING STATION CHARDONNAY  £8.50 £12.75 £22.00 £32.00
 AUSTRALIA, VICTORIA

Refreshingly unoaked, citrus and white peach flavours combine with a zesty fresh acidity 
and a clean, bright and linear mineral finish.

14 DOMAINE DE CASTELNAU PICPOUL DE PINET  £9.50 £14.25 £24.00 £35.00
 FRANCE, LANGUEDOC

The variety’s ability to keep acidity in a hot, Mediterranean climate makes it the perfect 
choice for the region, making it taut and full-bodied with herbal and citrus aromas.

15 ESK VALLEY SAUVIGNON BLANC  £11.30 £16.95 £27.00 £40.00
 NEW ZEALAND, MARLBOROUGH

Exactly as it should be! This fruity, full-on wine is full of passion fruit, stone fruits and citrus 
with a touch of herbaceousness and a lovely long finish.

16 CAMINO REAL RIOJA BLANCO     £33.00
 SPAIN, RIOJA

Ripe fruit, dates and banana notes stand out on the nose in combination with the nuances 
of the oak, making it a complex, fresh and fleshy wine.

17 CASTELLO DI TASSAROLO GAVI ‘SPINOLA’     £44.00
 ITALY, PIEMONTE

100% Cortese from vineyards around Alborina lake, the concentrated core of the wine 
shows fantastic breadth of lime, orange blossom, flowers and greengage. 

18 DOMAINE FOURNILLON CHABLIS     £46.00
 FRANCE, CHABLIS

This small family-owned domaine produce wines are splendidly typical of the region - crisp 
and mineral with a generous palate, making them a wonderful, restrained partner for food.

DISCOVERY AND LIMITED EDITION
19 ÁTS DRY FURMINT     £41.00
 TOKAJ, HUNGARY 

Famously used for exquisite sweet wines this Furmint is impeccably precise, clean and dry 
from legendary wine-maker Karoly Áts - limes, pears and steely minerality.

20 CARINUS FAMILY VINEYARDS POLKADRAAI CHENIN BLANC     £60.00
 SOUTH AFRICA, STELLENBOSCH

The granitic soil, total absence of oak and fermentation in concrete eggs has given a pure, 
punchy and naked wine - perfectly balanced lime sorbet, quince and green apple.

21 DOMAINE CHRISTIAN BELLANG MEURSAULT     £90.00
 FRANCE, BURGUNDY

Full of classic butter and expressive creamy fruit flavours with a clean citrus backbone from 
a family owned estate dating back to 1789. 

LARGE FORMAT
22 LUIGI MAFFINI KRATOS  -  MAGNUM     £98.00
 ITALY, CAMPANIA

Specialising in local Campanian varieties, Luigi Maffini’s Fiano Kratos is full of exotic fruits, 
kiwis and apricots with an exceptional purity and tantalising aromas of raspberry flower.

23 ZUANI RISERVA  -  MAGNUM                 £128.00
 ITALY, COLLIO

A blend of Friulano, Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Grigio from a single ‘cru’ 
vineyard, this is a complex, citrus explosion, with grapefruit zest, ripe apricots and vanilla.

RED 175 250 500 bottle

24 STAPHYLE IRIS MALBEC  £7.50 £11.25 £18.00 £26.50
 ARGENTINA, MENDOZA

Young, fresh and fruity Malbec from Mendoza with flavours of plums and freshly picked 
cherries. Soft, round, and enveloping! 

25 SENSALE NERO D’AVOLA  £7.70 £11.50 £18.50 £27.50
 ITALY, SICILY

Simple in the nicest possible way! Charming raspberry coulis character and organic to boot! 
Fresh and balanced with red fruit and black cherry notes. 

26 TIERRA ALTA MERLOT  £7.70 £11.50 £18.50 £27.50
 CHILE, CENTRAL VALLEY

Very dark and juicy Merlot showing plenty of cool climate fruit aromas. The palate is rich 
with herbaceous notes and a lot of fresh plum flavours.

27 PERCHERON OLD VINE CINSAULT  £8.40 £12.60 £20.00 £31.00
 SOUTH AFRICA, WESTERN CAPE

This 40 year old bush vine wine is bright and expressive with hoisin sauce, fresh cherries, 
star anise and plum on the palate.

28 CAMINO REAL CRIANZA RIOJA  £9.50 £14.25 £24.00 £35.00
 SPAIN, RIOJA

Aromas of ripe fruit and complex spicy, balsamic notes, this is a round and unctuous wine 
with ripe and sweet tannins. Elegant and classic.

29 AGRICOLE VALLONE APPASSIMENTO  £11.30 £16.95 £27.00 £40.00
 ITALY, PUGLIA

The Negromaro grapes are late-harvested to allow drying on the vines, leading to intense 
dark chocolate with a lace of spicy aromatics and bitter-sweet fruits.

30 DOMAINE CHANTE CIGALE CICADA     £40.00
 FRANCE, RHÔNE

From a top Châteauneuf producer, this has fresh raspberry fruits on the nose, flavours being 
more ripe cherry with a touch of spice. The Carignan adds soul to the vibrant Grenache.

31 CHÂTEAU JAMARD BELCOUR LUSSAC-SAINT-ÉMILION     £42.00
 FRANCE, BORDEAUX

90% Merlot with a dash of Cabernet Franc, this leads with romas of damson, summer 
berries and a hint of spice, opening up to reveal prune and mocha notes.

32 WILSON VINEYARD THE CRUSHER PINOT NOIR     £43.00
 USA, CALIFORNIA

Elegant and silky with delicious flavours of boysenberry, tart cranberry and pomegranate, a 
finish of lightly smoky caraway.

DISCOVERY AND LIMITED EDITION
33 DOMAINE DES TOURELLES RED     £41.00
 LEBANON, BEKAA VALLEY

Syrah and Cabernet Sauvignon with a touch of Cinsault and all from old vines. Fruit 
forward and spicy warmth yet light and refreshing on the palate.

34 DAOU ‘THE PESSIMIST’     £64.00
 USA, PASO ROBLES

A Rhône blend containing Zinfandel and Petite Syrah, this offers rich aromas of dark fruit, 
grilled meat, licorice and black olive, with good balance and an intense finish.

35 TENUTA BUON TEMPO BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO                 £100.00
 ITALY, TUSCANY

This stately wine offers wild strawberries with hints of plum, sweet herbs and flowery 
undergrowth, ushering in ripe red and black fruits with cooling acids and minerals.

LARGE FORMAT
36 LANZERAC PINOTAGE  -  MAGNUM     £65.00
 STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA

Producers of the first commercially produced Pinotage in 1959, Lanzerac have since refined 
their art culminating in this complex, velvety wine of berries, plums and chocolate.

37 BENJAMIN LEROUX BOURGOGNE COTE D’OR ROUGE ‘PM’  -  MAGNUM               £180.00
 FRANCE, BURGUNDY

A blend of Morey-St.-Denis and Pommard fruit only bottled in magnum. Spicy and floral 
with blackcurrant leaf, pretty berry fruit and sweet spice.


